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Lagrangian transport induced by peristaltic waves traveling on the boundaries of a two-dimensional rectan-
gular closed channel is studied analytically. Based on the Lagrangian description, an asymptotic analysis is
performed to generate explicit expressions for the leading-order oscillatory as well as the higher-order time-
mean mass transport �or steady streaming� velocities as functions of the wave properties. Two cases are
considered. The first case, which is for slow wave frequency or very small wave amplitude such that the
steady-streaming Reynolds number �Res� is very small, recovers the one studied previously in the literature,
but with all the results fully presented in the Lagrangian sense. The second case, corresponding to high-
frequency pumping such as Res is order unity, is where it has been handled analytically. It is found that the
overall mixing resulting from the mass transport can depend on the phase shift of the two waves, the wave
number, the frequency, as well as the amplitude of the waves.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Peristalsis, a term normally used in the context of biologi-
cal transport, refers to the process in which contents in a tube
are pushed forward by a series of radial contraction and re-
laxation of the tube wall propagating like a periodic wave
down the tube. Peristaltic pumping is the driving mechanism
responsible for the flow and transport in many parts of a
human body, e.g., the gastrointestinal tract and the ureter.
Studies on peristaltic transport in biofluid systems are very
extensive; classical works include Barton and Raynor �1�,
Fung and Yih �2�, Jaffrin and Shapiro �3�, Yin and Fung �4�,
and many others.

In recent years, peristalsis finds its applications in micro-
electromechanical systems �MEMS� as well. To produce
fluid mixing in a microscale system without using internal
moving mechanical parts, one convenient way is to apply
oscillatory transverse motions to the boundaries of the sys-
tem. Selverov and Stone �5� and Yi et al. �6� are among the
first who developed theories to describe such peristaltically
driven microchannel flow. Their problems were to examine
time-periodic as well as steady flows induced by transversely
oscillating boundaries in a closed two-dimensional rectangu-
lar cavity. Particular attention was given to the limits of
small wave amplitude and high wave frequency, which are
representative of MEMS applications. Carlsson et al. �7,8�
and Lee et al. �9� also presented theories on the steady
streaming and mixing due to standing wall vibration in a
channel. Numerical simulations of peristaltic species mixing
in a channel with finite boundary displacements were per-
formed by Kumar et al. �10�. The effect of slip boundary
conditions on peristaltic pumping in a rectangular micro-
channel was recently investigated by Mandviwalla and Ar-
cher �11�.

The present work aims to revisit the problem considered
by Selverov and Stone �5� and Yi et al. �6�, while following

a different approach of analysis that enables a wider scope of
analytical validity of the theory. The basic problem is exam-
ine the steady Lagrangian drift �also known as steady stream-
ing as in acoustics, or mass transport as in water waves� of a
viscous Newtonian fluid contained in a closed two-
dimensional cavity under the action of small-amplitude pro-
gressive peristaltic waves applied to the boundaries of the
cavity. Based on the condition that the wave amplitude is
much smaller than the channel depth, a perturbation analysis
can be performed so that the first-order solutions are purely
first harmonics in time, while the time-independent solutions
are obtained in the higher orders.

This work is essentially different from Selverov and Stone
�5� and Yi et al. �6� in the following aspects. First, these
authors based their analyses on the Eulerian system, although
they also considered Lagrangian particle transport. Here, the
problem is formulated directly in terms of Lagrangian coor-
dinates giving solutions that are Lagrangian in nature. This
saves the algebra required to convert the steady-streaming
velocity from the Eulerian to the Lagrangian descriptions.
Second, in many parts of their deductions, the expressions
for coefficients were so lengthy and cumbersome that these
authors had to omit presenting these expressions in their pa-
pers. Here, each and every coefficient is fully expressed and
all the results are explicitly given in a form as compact as
possible. This paper is self-contained. Applying the present
theory is very convenient and straightforward, without the
need to use specialized packages such as MATHEMATICA or
MAPLE. Third, their analytical models are constrained by the
condition that the wave amplitude a must be much smaller
than the Stokes layer thickness �= �2� /��1/2, where � is the
kinematic viscosity of fluid and � is the angular frequency of
the wave. This condition, which amounts to a very small
steady-streaming Reynolds number, Res��a /��2�1, results
from, among others, the Taylor expansion of a moving
boundary about its mean position, as required on the impo-
sition of a boundary condition on a moving boundary in the
Eulerian approach. The solution under this condition, known
as the conduction solution in water waves �12�, is applicable
only when the wave amplitude is extremely small, particu-
larly when the frequency is high. In this work, the theory is
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extended to the much desired range Res=O�1�, for which
convection and viscous diffusion are equally important in the
transport of second-order vorticity from the Stokes boundary
layers into the inviscid core of the flow field. The present
analytical model for Lagrangian mass transport, valid to
Res=O�1�, is original in the literature. Fourth, with their nu-
merical simulations, Yi et al. �6� also considered the cases of
fairly large amplitudes of boundary displacement. The way
they obtained the Lagrangian particle transport was, how-
ever, rather tedious, time consuming, and computationally
demanding. They had to compute the trajectories of many
particles by numerically integrating with time the velocities
yielded from the numerical simulation. In sharp contrast, the
present model is purely analytical, with every expression ex-
plicitly given here. Calculations based on the present model
are fast and easy.

This paper is organized as follows. Our problem formu-
lated in terms of Lagrangian coordinates is explained in fur-
ther detail in Sec. II, where the small ratio of wave amplitude
to channel depth is used as an ordering parameter for the
problem. On expanding the equations and variables in terms
of the small parameter, a perturbation analysis is performed,
as detailed in the following sections. In Sec. III, the first-
order problem is solved, and the solutions consist of horizon-
tally periodic as well as horizontally uniform time-oscillatory
components. In Sec. IV, the second-order problem is pre-
sented, and the focus is on the time-mean motions. Again,
there are two components of the steady streaming: one-
dimensional and cellular components, arising from interac-
tions between different components of the first-order oscilla-
tory motions. In Sec. V, the case of fast oscillation such that
Res=O�1� is looked into. This is a case in which the flow
domain is divided into the boundary layers and the core re-
gion. Near the two channel walls are the thin Stokes bound-
ary layers in which the second-order steady vorticity is gen-
erated. The transport of the vorticity into the core region is
accomplished by means of convection as well as viscous
diffusion in the present case where the wave amplitude is
comparable with the Stokes layer thickness. To this end, the
steady-streaming velocity has to be found in the fourth-order
problem requiring the second- and third-harmonic solutions
to be derived first. It turns out that, for this problem, only the
cellular component of the steady streaming is affected by a
finite value of Res. Finally, some discussions on the mixing
effect arising from the Lagrangian transport are presented in
Sec. VI.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider flow induced by peristaltic pumping of a
viscous fluid contained in a closed rectangular channel of
depth h and length L. The channel is very wide in the span-
wise direction, and hence the flow is essentially two dimen-
sional. By Lagrangian description, the instantaneous hori-
zontal and vertical positions of a fluid particle �x ,y� are
functions of the undisturbed coordinates �� ,�� and time t,
where the � axis is along the bottom of the channel in the
direction of the traveling waves and the � axis points upward
across the channel; see Fig. 1. The origin �=0 is set at a

point in the middle of the channel, and the two sidewalls are
located at �=−L1 and �=L2=L−L1. More is said about the
origin relative to the sidewalls below.

Fluid motion is caused by prescribed transverse displace-
ments of the two bounding walls at �=0 and �=h in the
form of traveling waves:

y��,0,t� = ���,t� = Re�aei�k�−�t�� , �1�

y��,h,t� = 	��,t� = Re�bei�k�−�t�� , �2�

where Re denotes the real part, i is the complex unit, a and b
are the amplitudes, k is the wave number, and � is the angu-
lar frequency of the waves. All these wave properties are
known quantities. The upper and lower waves have the same
wavelength �=2
 /k and period T=2
 /�, but may have a
different amplitude and/or phase shift. Without loss of gen-
erality, we shall take a, k, and � as real constants, and b is
left as a complex parameter in general.

The wall motion must be constrained near the two ends of
the wall where it is anchored. To account for this, we may
modify the functions � and 	 by applying to them the factors
�1−exp�−��+L1� /m�� and �1−exp���−L2� /m��, where m
represents the stiffness of the anchor �6�. Here, very stiff
anchorage is assumed so that m is very small. For m��, the
anchoring effect can be ignored except very near the side
boundaries. Yi et al. have also shown that volume conserva-
tion is satisfied only when

tan�kL/2� = km tanh�L/2m� . �3�

In the limit m→0, which is assumed here, the equation
above requires that the channel length must be an integer
multiple of the wavelength, L=n�.

It is further assumed that the wavelength is comparable
with the channel depth, i.e., kh=O�1�, and is much larger
than the wave amplitudes. The small wave amplitude ratio

� � a/h � 1 �4�

will be used as the ordering parameter in the following
analysis. The equations of motion and boundary conditions
in Lagrangian form are obtainable from Pierson �13� and are

lower wave

upper wave
η = b kα - σt

β

α

β = h

h

β = 0

.
x, y

(α, β)

( )

ei( )

ζ = a kα - σtei( )

FIG. 1. �Color online� Definition sketch of peristaltic waves
traveling on the upper and lower boundaries of a two-dimensional
channel, where �� ,�� and �x ,y�, the Lagrangian and Eulerian coor-
dinates, are the undisturbed and instantaneous positions of a
particle.
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recalled as follows. Using the standard notation for the Jaco-
bian, the mass conservation equation is

��x,y�
���,��

= 1, �5�

and the x- and y-momentum equations are

ẍ = −
1

�

��p,y�
���,��

+
1

�
� ��xx,y�

���,��
+

��x,xy�
���,�� � , �6�

ÿ = −
1

�

��x,p�
���,��

+
1

�
� ��yx,y�

���,��
+

��x,yy�
���,�� � , �7�

and the stress components are

xx = 2�
��ẋ,y�
���,��

, �8�

yy = 2�
��x, ẏ�
���,��

, �9�

and

xy = yx = �� ��x, ẋ�
���,��

+
��ẏ,y�
���,��� . �10�

In the equations above, an overdot is used to denote time
derivative, p is the pressure, � is the fluid density, and � is
the dynamic viscosity. Gravity is ignored.

On the two walls, the particles undergo motion in the
vertical direction only

ẋ = 0, ẏ = �̇ on � = 0, �11�

ẋ = 0, ẏ = 	̇ on � = h , �12�

where � and 	 are given in Eqs. �1� and �2�, respectively.
On the basis of small-amplitude displacements, the vari-

ables may be expanded as follows �13�:

�x,y,p� = ��,�,0� + ��x�1�,y�1�,p�1�� + �2�x�2�,y�2�,p�2�� + ¯ .

�13�

Perturbation equations are obtainable for the O��� and O��2�
variables on substituting Eq. �13� into the Lagrangian equa-
tions above and collecting terms of equal powers of �. From
here on, we shall use the subscripts � and � to denote the
derivatives with respect to the corresponding spatial vari-
ables.

III. FIRST-ORDER PROBLEM

At O���, equations of motion �5�–�7� yield

x�
�1� + y�

�1� = 0, �14�

ẍ�1� + �−1p�
�1� − ��ẋ��

�1� + ẋ��
�1�� = 0, �15�

and

ÿ�1� + �−1p�
�1� − ��ẏ��

�1� + ẏ��
�1�� = 0, �16�

where �=� /� is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The
boundary conditions are

x�1� = 0, y�1� = Re�aei�k�−�t�� on � = 0, �17�

x�1� = 0, y�1� = Re�bei�k�−�t�� on � = h . �18�

The oscillatory fluid motion consists of two components.
The first component is induced directly by the peristaltic
forcing, and hence has the same spatial and temporal peri-
odic dependence as given by exp�i�k�−�t��. The second
component is induced by the existence of end walls of the
closed channel causing a flow that is periodic in time but
uniform horizontally �6�. Solutions to the leading-order prob-
lem can be found by separating the variables into �-periodic
and �-independent modes accordingly:

�x�1�,y�1�,p�1�� = Re��x̃, ỹ, p̃�ei�k�−�t� + �x̃̃,0, p̃̃�e−i�t	 , �19�

where x̃, ỹ, p̃, and x̃̃ are functions of �, while p̃̃ is a linear
function of � such that its gradient p̃̃� is a constant.

A. Horizontal-periodic oscillatory flow

On substituting Eq. �19�, equations of motion �14�–�16�
give

x̃ = ik−1ỹ�, �20�

i�2x̃ + k�−1p̃ + ���− k2x̃ + x̃�� = 0, �21�

− �2ỹ + �−1p̃� + i���− k2ỹ + ỹ�� = 0. �22�

These equations lead to


 d2

d�2 − k2�
 d2

d�2 − �2�ỹ = 0, �23�

where

�2 = k2 + s2, s2 = − 2i/�2, �24�

in which

� = �2�/� �25�

is known as the Stokes layer thickness. At this point, we
assume that �hk−1 so that the viscous effect is equally
significant across the fluid layer. The case of very small
Stokes layer thickness will be considered in Sec. V.

The general solution to the equations above can be written
as

x̃��� = iA cosh k� + iB sinh k� − iC�k−1e−��

+ iD�k−1e���−h�, �26�

ỹ��� = A sinh k� + B cosh k� + Ce−�� + De���−h�. �27�

On using the boundary conditions x̃�0�=0, ỹ�0�=a, x̃�h�=0,
and ỹ�h�=b, the constant A−D can be determined as follows:

A = �k−1�C − e−�hD� , �28�

B = �k−1�g1C + g2D� , �29�

C = �g6b − g4a�/�g3g6 − g4g5� , �30�
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D = �g3a − g5b�/�g3g6 − g4g5� , �31�

where

g1 = �− cosh kh + e−�h�/sinh kh , �32�

g2 = �e−�h cosh kh − 1�/sinh kh , �33�

g3 = �k−1�sinh kh + g1 cosh kh� + e−�h, �34�

g4 = �k−1�− e−�h sinh kh + g2 cosh kh� + 1, �35�

g5 = �k−1g1 + 1, �36�

g6 = �k−1g2 + e−�h. �37�

Note that ABa, while CD�k��a.

B. Horizontal-uniform oscillatory flow

On substituting Eq. �19�, the x-momentum equation gives


 d2

d�2 − s2� x̃̃ = i����−1p̃̃�, �38�

where s is given in Eq. �24�, and the pressure gradient p̃̃� is
a constant. This equation, with the boundary conditions
x̃̃�0�=0 and x̃̃�h�=0, has the solution

x̃̃��� = ���2�−1p̃̃��1 −
e−s� + es��−h�

1 + e−sh � . �39�

The pressure gradient p̃̃� can be determined using the fact
that the horizontal velocity vanishes at the two lateral side-
walls of the channel. To this end, we follow Yi et al. �6� to
consider the net horizontal flux across a section. The section-
mean velocity is

�x�1�� = �x̃�ei�k�−�t� + �x̃̃�e−i�t, �40�

where the angular brackets denote averaging across the chan-
nel section, �f��h−1�0

hfd� for any variable f .
Since �x�1��=0 at the two sidewalls, �x�1�� must also be

equal to zero on sections which are away from either side-
wall by a distance equal to an integer multiple of the wave-
length. To simplify analysis, we may define the origin �=0
to be located on one of these sections, or L1=n1� and L2
=n2�, where n1 and n2=n−n1 are integers. It follows that the
net flux across the section �=0 is zero at all times, implying
�x̃̃�=−�x̃�, by which one can obtain

�−1p̃̃� =
i�2�a − b�

kh�1 −
2�1 − e−sh�
sh�1 + e−sh��

, �41�

where Eq. �20� has been used. The section-mean velocity can
also be expressed as

�x�1�� = − i�kh�−1�a − b��ei�k�−�t� − e−i�t� , �42�

which can be compared with Eq. �7� of Selverov and Stone
�5�. In the particular case a=b �i.e., the two waves are in

phase and have the same amplitude�, this horizontally uni-
form flow field vanishes.

IV. SECOND-ORDER PROBLEM

The second-order flow field considered here is for a gen-
eral oscillation frequency such that the Stokes layer thick-
ness is comparable with the channel depth, �h; the steady-
streaming Reynolds number is, however, small such that a
��. The theory presented in this section shares the same
basis of that by Selverov and Stone �5�. In fact, we have used
our expressions, as given in Eq. �59� below, to calculate La-
grangian velocity profiles that agree very well with those
presented in their Fig. 10.

The O��2� governing equations are as follows:

ẋ�
�2� + ẏ�

�2� = − �x�
�1�y�

�1��t + �x�
�1�y�

�1��t, �43�

ẍ�2� + �−1p�
�2� − ��ẋ��

�2� + ẋ��
�2�� = X�2�, �44�

and

ÿ�2� + �−1p�
�2� − ��ẏ��

�2� + ẏ��
�2�� = Y�2�, �45�

where the forcing terms can be decomposed into inviscid and
viscous parts: X�2�=XI

�2�+XV
�2� and Y�2�=YI

�2�+YV
�2�, in which

XI
�2� = − ẍ�1�x�

�1� − ÿ�1�y�
�1�, �46�

XV
�2� = ��x�

�1��− ẋ��
�1� + 3ẋ��

�1�� + y�
�1��ẏ��

�1� + ẏ��
�1�� − 2ẋ��

�1��y�
�1� + x�

�1��

− ẋ�
�1��x��

�1� + x��
�1�� − ẋ�

�1��y��
�1� + y��

�1��	 , �47�

YI
�2� = − ẍ�1�x�

�1� − ÿ�1�y�
�1�, �48�

YV
�2� = ��x�

�1��ẋ��
�1� + ẋ��

�1�� + y�
�1��3ẏ��

�1� − ẏ��
�1�� − 2ẏ��

�1��y�
�1� + x�

�1��

− ẏ�
�1��x��

�1� + x��
�1�� − ẏ�

�1��y��
�1� + y��

�1��	 . �49�

All these terms, which consist of products of the first-order
variables, are responsible for the generation of steady cur-
rents in the second order.

The steady component of the Lagrangian drift is called
the mass transport velocity �12�, and we may define

�u,v� � �x̄̇�2�, ȳ̇�2�� , �50�

where the overbar denotes time average over a period. Sup-
pose a steady field of Lagrangian streaming is established in
the entire channel. The mass transport velocity components
are governed by the time-averaged Eqs. �43�–�45�, which
read as below:

u� + v� = 0, �51�

�−1p̄�
�2� − ��u�� + u��� = X̄�2�, �52�

and

�−1p̄�
�2� − ��v�� + v��� = Ȳ�2�. �53�

The time-mean forcing terms can be separated into two parts,
the first part being independent of �, and the second part
being proportional to exp�ik��:
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�X̄�2�,Ȳ�2�� = �X̃,Ỹ� + Re��X̃̃, Ỹ̃�eik�	 , �54�

where X̃, Ỹ, X̃̃, and Ỹ̃ are functions of � only. On substituting
Eq. �19� into Eqs. �46�–�49�, followed by time averaging, we
get

X̃ = X̃V = ��k Re�1

2
k2�ỹ�2 − 2x̃�x̃� − ỹ�ỹ� −

3

2
�x̃��2� ,

�55�

Ỹ = ỸI + ỸV =
1

2
�2 Re�x̃�x̃� + ỹ�ỹ� + x̃̃�x̃̃�	 +

1

2
�� Re�− ix̃��x̃�

− 3ik2x̃�x̃� − kỹx̃�� − k3x̃�ỹ − ix̃̃��x̃̃�	 , �56�

X̃̃ = X̃̃I + X̃̃V =
1

2
i�2kx̃x̃̃� + ��k�− 2x̃x̃̃�� +

1

2
ikỹx̃̃�� −

3

2
x̃�x̃̃��� ,

�57�

Ỹ̃ = Ỹ̃ I + Ỹ̃V =
1

2
�2�x̃x̃̃��� +

1

2
���ix̃�x̃̃�� + 3ik2x̃x̃̃��

− kỹx̃̃�� − ix̃�x̃̃��� , �58�

where an asterisk is used to denote complex conjugate. We
may accordingly decompose the time-mean variables into

�u,v, p̄�2�� = �Ũ,0, P̃� + Re��Ũ̃, Ṽ̃, P̃̃�eik�	 , �59�

where Ũ, Ũ̃, Ṽ̃, and P̃̃ are pure functions of �, while P̃ is a
linear function of � such that P̃� is a constant. Obviously, the
first and the second parts on the right-hand side of Eq. �59�
represent components of the steady flow field which are hori-
zontally uniform �one dimensional with parallel streamlines�
and horizontally periodic �two dimensional with cellular re-
circulating streamlines�, respectively.

A. One-dimensional steady streaming

We may infer from Eq. �53� that the mean pressure gra-

dient P̃� does not depend on �, and it is in fact a constant
pressure gradient responsible for the generation of a return
current in a closed domain �14�. Hence, the flow is governed
by, from Eq. �52�,

�Ũ� = − X̃ + �−1P̃�, �60�

which can be solved by integration twice with respect to �.

The two integration constants and the pressure gradient P̃�

are determined using the boundary conditions Ũ�0�= Ũ�h�
=0, and the zero-flux condition �Ũ�=0. After some algebra,
we get

Ũ��� = E��� − E0 + 6�
�E� −
1

2
Eh −

1

2
E0���/h�2

− 
�E� −
1

3
Eh −

2

3
E0���/h�� , �61�

�−1P̃� = 12�h−2
�E� −
1

2
Eh −

1

2
E0� , �62�

where E0=E�0�, Eh=E�h�,

E��� = �k Re�1

2
��A�2 + �B�2�cosh 2k� + A�B sinh 2k�

+
1

8
�r

−2k2�1 + 3���2k−2��1 + ���2k−2���C�2e−2�r�

+ �D�2e2�r��−h�� − 2�k−1�Ce−�� − De���−h��

��A� cosh k� + B� sinh k�� −
1

4
�i

−2k2�1 − 3���2k−2�

��1 − ���2k−2�C�De�2i�i�−�h�� , �63�

and

�E� = �k Re�1

4
�kh�−1sinh 2hk��A�2 + �B�2�

+
1

2
�kh�−1�cosh 2kh − 1�A�B +

1

16
�r

−3k2h−1�1

+ 3���2k−2��1 + ���2k−2��1 − e−2�rh���C�2 + �D�2�

− �k−1�� − k�−1h−1�1 − e−��−k�h��A� + B��C

− �k−1�� + k�−1h−1�1 − e−��+k�h��A� − B��C

− �k−1�� − k�−1h−1�e−�h − e−kh��A� − B��D − �k−1��

+ k�−1h−1�e−�h − ekh��A� + B��D −
1

8
i�i

−3k2h−1�1

− 3���2k−2��1 − ���2k−2�e−�h�1 − e2i�ih�C�D� , �64�

in which �r and �i are the real and imaginary parts of �,
respectively. One should find that the inviscid forcings XI

�2�

and YI
�2� do not contribute to this Lagrangian transport veloc-

ity field.

B. Cellular steady streaming

Equations �51�–�53� give

Ũ̃ = ik−1Ṽ̃�, �65�

�−1P̃̃ = − ik−1X̃̃ + ��− Ṽ̃� + k−2Ṽ̃�� , �66�


 d2

d�2 − k2�2

Ṽ̃ = �−1k2�Ỹ̃ + ik−1X̃̃�� . �67�

The general solution is

Ũ̃��� = iF cosh k� + iGk−1 sinh k� + iG� cosh k�

+ iH sinh k� + iIk−1 cosh k� + iI� sinh k�

+ ik−1Ṽ̃p���� , �68�
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Ṽ̃��� = F sinh k� + G� sinh k� + H cosh k�

+ I� cosh k� + Ṽ̃p��� . �69�

The particular solution is

Ṽ̃p��� = �1A sinh��s� + k�� − s�h/2� + �2A sinh��s� − k��

− s�h/2� + �1B cosh��s� + k�� − s�h/2�

− �2B cosh��s� − k�� − s�h/2� + �3Ce−�� cosh�s���

− h/2�� + �3De���−h�cosh�s��� − h/2�� , �70�

where

��1,�2,�3� = −
k2s�2p̃̃�

�

�� cosh�s�h/2�� s� + k

�s�2 + 2s�k�2 ,

s� − k

�s�2 − 2s�k�2 ,
k�3�2k−2 − 1�

�2s���2 � . �71�

Using the boundary conditions Ũ̃�0�=0, Ũ̃�h�=0, Ṽ̃�0�=0,

and Ṽ̃�h�=0, the constants F− I can be determined as fol-
lows:

F = − k−1�I + Ṽ̃p��0�� , �72�

H = − Ṽ̃p�0� , �73�

G = �g7r1 − g8r2�/�sinh2 kh − �kh�2� , �74�

I = �g7r2 − g9r1�/�sinh2 kh − �kh�2� , �75�

where

g7 = hk sinh hk, g8 = − sinh kh + kh cosh kh ,

g9 = sinh kh + kh cosh kh , �76�

r1 = Ṽ̃p��0�sinh kh + kṼ̃p�0�cosh kh − kṼ̃p�h� , �77�

r2 = Ṽ̃p��0�cosh kh + kṼ̃p�0�sinh kh − Ṽ̃p��h� . �78�

Again, one may check that the inviscid forcings X̃̃I and Ỹ̃ I
give a zero the right-hand side of Eq. �67�, and hence do not
contribute to this transport velocity field as well. Also, this
cellular steady streaming vanishes when a=b.

V. FAST OSCILLATION

Let us examine in this section the case when the oscilla-
tion frequency is so high that the Stokes layer thickness be-
comes comparable with the wave amplitude: �a�h ,�, or
the steady-streaming Reynolds number Res=O�1�. Under
this condition, the flow domain can be divided into three
regions: top boundary layer, core, and bottom boundary
layer. The viscous flow is now confined largely to the top and
bottom Stokes boundary layers, which are much thinner than

the channel depth. The sharp contrast in length scales is now
extended to ����s��−1�k or ��h��sh��−1�1. Hence,
terms such as exp�−�h� and exp�−sh� can be dropped from
the solutions. As a result of change in the orders of terms, the
analysis, especially for the two-dimensional steady stream-
ing, needs to be modified.

A. First-order solution

Recall that the first-order solution is expressible by Eq.
�19�, where the horizontal-periodic part of the solution is
given in Eqs. �26� and �27�, while the horizontal-independent
part of the solution is given in Eqs. �39� and �41�. In the
expressions for x̃ and ỹ, the terms associated with the func-
tions sinh k� and cosh k� correspond to the nonviscous part
of the solution and are important throughout the fluid col-
umn. The terms associated with the functions exp�−��� and
exp����−h�� are significant only in the bottom and the top
boundary layers, respectively. Likewise, in the expression for
x̃˜, the terms associated with exp�−s�� and exp�s��−h�� are
appreciable only in the bottom and the top boundary layers,
respectively.

The solution for flow in the inviscid core can be summa-
rized as follows, where the quantities are distinguished by
subscript I. For the horizontal-periodic part,

x̃I��� = iA cosh k� + iB sinh k� , �79�

ỹI��� = A sinh k� + B cosh k� , �80�

where A= �b−a cosh kh� /sinh kh and B=a. For the
horizontal-independent part,

x̃̃I = ���2�−1p̃̃I� = i�kh�−1�a − b� . �81�

B. Second-order solution

1. Boundary layers

Applying the standard boundary layer approximations,
namely, � /���� /�� and so on, Eqs. �52� and �53� can be
simplified to yield

�
�2ubl

��2 =
�

��
� Ȳbl

�2�d� − X̄bl
�2�, �82�

where the subscript bl is used to denote a boundary-layer
quantity. With the separation into components by Eqs. �54�
and �59�, the governing equations are

�Ũbl� = − X̃bl �83�

for the one-dimensional steady streaming and

�Ũ̃bl� = ik� Ỹ̃bld� − X̃̃bl, Ṽ̃bl = − ik� Ũ̃bld� �84�

for the cellular steady streaming. Source terms that are domi-
nant in the boundary layers can be identified from Eqs. �55�,
�57�, and �58� as

X̃bl = ��k Re�− 2x̃�x̃� −
3

2
�x̃��2� , �85�
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X̃̃bl =
1

2
i�2kx̃x̃̃� + ��k�− 2x̃x̃̃�� −

3

2
x̃�x̃̃��� , �86�

Ỹ̃bl =
1

2
�2�x̃x̃̃��� +

1

2
���ix̃�x̃̃�� − ix̃�x̃̃��� . �87�

One also finds that the forcing in Eq. �84� can be written as

ik� Ỹ̃bld� − X̃̃bl = ��k�−� x̃�x̃̃��d� + 2�x̃x̃̃���� . �88�

Let us use in the following expressions subscripts bbl and tbl
to denote, respectively, quantities of the bottom and the top
boundary layers. On performing integration across either
boundary layer, the functions sinh k� and cosh k� are slow
varying and can be regarded as constants.

We get from Eqs. �83� and �85� the one-dimensional mass
transport velocity in the bottom boundary layer:

Ũbbl��� = − �k Re�2�k−1C�A� cosh k� + B�sinh k��e−��

−
3

8
�C�2��2�2k−2�r

−2e−2�r�� + Ũbbl
� , �89�

and that in the top boundary layer:

Ũtbl��� = − �k Re�− 2�k−1D�A� cosh k�

+ B� sinh k��e���−h�

−
3

8
�D�2��2�2k−2�r

−2e2�r��−h�� + Ũtbl
� , �90�

where

Ũbbl
� = �k Re�2�k−1CA� −

3

8
�C�2��2�2k−2�r

−2� , �91�

Ũtbl
� = �k Re�− 2�k−1D�A� cosh kh + B� sinh kh�

−
3

8
�D�2��2�2k−2�r

−2� �92�

are the Lagrangian drifts at the outer edge of the respective

boundary layers. The boundary conditions Ũbbl�0�= Ũbbl� ���
=0 and Ũtbl�h�= Ũtbl� �−��=0 have been used. Here, infinity
means a sufficiently large distance from the boundary layer.

For the cellular steady streaming, we get from Eqs. �84�
and �88� its mass transport velocity components in the bot-
tom boundary layer:

Ũ̃bbl��� = i����−1kp̃̃I�
� �− 2�A cosh k� + B sinh k��e−���

+
3

4
C���2k−1�r

−1e−2�r�� + Ũ̃bbl
� , �93�

Ṽ̃bbl��� = ����−1k2p̃̃I�
� �2����−1�A cosh k� + B sinh k��e−���

−
3

8
C���2k−1�r

−2e−2�r�� − ikŨ̃bbl
� � + Ṽ̃bbl

� , �94�

and those in the top boundary layer:

Ũ̃tbl��� = i����−1kp̃̃I�
� �− 2�A cosh k� + B sinh k��e����−h�

−
3

4
D���2k−1�r

−1e2�r��−h�� + Ũ̃tbl
� , �95�

Ṽ̃tbl��� = ����−1k2p̃̃I�
� �− 2����−1�A cosh k�

+ B sinh k��e����−h� −
3

8
D���2k−1�r

−2e2�r��−h��
− ikŨ̃tbl

� �� − h� + Ṽ̃tbl
� , �96�

where

Ũ̃bbl
� = i����−1kp̃̃I�

� �2A −
3

4
C���2k−1�r

−1� , �97�

Ṽ̃bbl
� = ����−1k2p̃̃I�

� �− 2����−1A +
3

8
C���2k−1�r

−2� , �98�

Ũ̃tbl
� = i����−1kp̃̃I�

� �2�A cosh kh + B sinh kh�

+
3

4
D���2k−1�r

−1� , �99�

Ṽ̃tbl
� = ����−1k2p̃̃I�

� �2����−1�A cosh kh + B sinh kh�

+
3

8
D���2k−1�r

−2� �100�

are the components of the Lagrangian drifts at the outer edge
of the respective boundary layers. The conditions of zero
velocity at the wall and zero velocity gradient far from the
boundary layer are also applied.

2. Core region

The viscous effect becomes subdominant in the core re-
gion. One can check that the viscous stress and source terms
in Eqs. �44� and �45� are now two orders of magnitude
smaller than other terms in the equations. Hence, the second-
order equations contain only the inviscid terms:

ẍ�2� + �−1p�
�2� = XI

�2�, �101�

ÿ�2� + �−1p�
�2� = YI

�2�, �102�

where XI
�2� and YI

�2� are given in Eqs. �46� and �48�.
The third-order equations are also without the viscous

terms:
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x�
�3� + y�

�3� = − x�
�1�y�

�2� − x�
�2�y�

�1� + x�
�1�y�

�2� + x�
�2�y�

�1�,

�103�

ẍ�3� + �−1p�
�3� = ẍ�1�y�

�2� − ÿ�1�y�
�2� + �ẍ�2� + ẍ�1�x�

�1��y�
�1�

− �ÿ�2� + ẍ�1�x�
�1��y�

�1�, �104�

ÿ�3� + �−1p�
�3� = ÿ�1�x�

�2� − ẍ�1�x�
�2� + �ÿ�2� + ÿ�1�y�

�1��x�
�1�

− �ẍ�2� + ÿ�1�y�
�1��x�

�1�. �105�

The steady streaming can then be found from the fourth-
order momentum equations in which the second-order vis-
cous terms show up:

ẍ�4� + �−1p�
�4� − ��ẋ��

�2� + ẋ��
�2�� = XV

�2� − �−1�p�
�2�y�

�2� + p�
�1�y�

�3�

+ p�
�3�y�

�1� − p�
�2�y�

�2� − p�
�1�y�

�3�

− p�
�3�y�

�1�� , �106�

ÿ�4� + �−1p�
�4� − ��ẏ��

�2� + ẏ��
�2�� = YV

�2� − �−1�x�
�2�p�

�2� + x�
�1�p�

�3�

+ x�
�3�p�

�1� − x�
�2�p�

�2� − x�
�1�p�

�3�

− x�
�3�p�

�1�� , �107�

where XV
�2� and YV

�2� are given in Eqs. �47� and �49�. Upon
taking time average of these equations, we get

�−1p̄�
�4� − ��u��

�2� + u��
�2�� = X̄V

�2� − �−1�p�
�2�y�

�2� + p�
�1�y�

�3� + p�
�3�y�

�1�

− p�
�2�y�

�2� − p�
�1�y�

�3� − p�
�3�y�

�1�� , �108�

�−1p̄�
�4� − ��v��

�2� + v��
�2�� = ȲV

�2� − �−1�x�
�2�p�

�2� + x�
�1�p�

�3� + x�
�3�p�

�1�

− x�
�2�p�

�2� − x�
�1�p�

�3� − x�
�3�p�

�1�� . �109�

When compared with the previous counterparts, Eqs. �52�
and �53�, these equations for the steady Lagrangian drifts
contain additional forcing terms that are products of second-
order variables, as well as the products of first- and third-
order variables.

The second-order variables can be found by solving Eqs.
�43�, �101�, and �102�, where their right-hand sides are com-
puted using the first-order inviscid solution Eqs. �79�–�81�.
The time-oscillatory parts of the second-order solution can
be obtained as follows:

�x�2�,y�2�,p�2�� = Re��x�21�,0,p�21��e2i�k�−�t�

+ �0,0,p�22��ei�k�−2�t� + �x�23�,0,p�23��e−2i�t	 ,

�110�

where

x�21� =
1

4
�− x̃IỹI� + x̃I�ỹI� =

1

4
ik�B2 − A2� , �111�

�−1p�21� =
1

4
�2�x̃I

2 + ỹI
2� − 2i�2k−1x�21� =

3

4
�2�B2 − A2� ,

�112�

�−1p�22� =
1

2
�2x̃Ix̃̃I = −

1

2
�2�kh�−1�a − b��A cosh k�

+ B sinh k�� , �113�

x�23� = − x�21� =
1

4
ik�A2 − B2�, �−1p�

�23� = i�2k�A2 − B2� .

�114�

The third-order variables are obtained likewise by solving
Eqs. �103�–�105�. Only the first-harmonic components may
give rise to a nonzero time mean when interacting with the
first-order variables. These components are of the following
modes:

�x�3�,y�3�,p�3�� = Re��x�31�,y�31�,p�31��ei�k�−�t�

+ �0,0,p�32��e−i�k�+�t� + �0,0,p�33��ei�2k�−�t�

+ �x�34�,0,p�34��e−i�t + hht	 , �115�

where hht stands for higher-harmonic terms, x�31�, y�31�, p�31�,
p�32�, p�33�, and x�34� are functions of �, while p�

�34� is a con-
stant.

For the exp�i�k�−�t�� mode, the governing equations
lead to

y�31�� − k2y�31� = − 6ikx�21�ỹI
�� −

1

2
k2�ỹI

�ỹI�
2 + 2ỹIỹI�ỹI

��

+ ỹIỹI
�ỹI�� . �116�

The solution satisfying the boundary conditions y�31��h�
=y�31��0�=0 is

y�31���� = J sinh k� + K cosh k� + yp
�31���� , �117�

where

J = �yp
�31��0�cosh kh − yp

�31��h��/sinh kh, K = − yp
�31��0� ,

�118�

and the particular solution

yp
�31���� = �4k� sinh k� + �5k� cosh k�

+ �6 sinh 3k� + �7 cosh 3k� , �119�

in which

��4,�5� =
3

4
k2�B2 − A2��B�,A�� , �120�

�6 = −
1

16
k2�A�B2 + A2A� + 2ABB�� , �121�

�7 = −
1

16
k2�A2B� + B2B� + 2AA�B� . �122�

The horizontal displacement and pressure are then given by

x�31� = ik−1y�31�� − x�21�ỹI
��, �123�
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�−1p�31� = �2k−1�k−1y�31�� + 3ix�21�ỹI
�� +

1

4
k�− x̃I

2ỹI
�� − x̃Ix̃I�ỹI

�

+ x̃Ix̃I
��ỹI + x̃I

�x̃I�ỹI�� . �124�

For the exp�−i�k�+�t�� and exp�i�2k�−�t�� modes, the dis-
placements are all zero, and the pressures are

�−1p�32� = − 2i�2k−1x�23�ỹI
��, �125�

�−1p�33� =
1

8
�2x̃̃I

��− x̃IỹI� + x̃I�ỹI� . �126�

For the exp�−i�t� mode, the vertical displacement is zero,
and

x�34� = ��2��−1p�
�34� −

1

4
ikx̃̃I�x̃I

�ỹI − x̃IỹI
���, �127�

where the pressure gradient p�
�34� is determined from �x�34��

=−�x�31��.
We may now evaluate the forcing terms on the right-hand

sides of Eqs. �108� and �109� for the steady streaming. With
p�

�2�y�
�2�= p�

�2�y�
�2�=x�

�2�p�
�2�=0, the forcing terms consist of two

groups corresponding to second-order viscous and fourth-
order inviscid interaction terms

X̄V
�2� − �−1�p�

�1�y�
�3� + p�

�3�y�
�1� − p�

�1�y�
�3� − p�

�3�y�
�1�� = X̄V

�2� + X̄I
�4�,

�128�

ȲV
�2� − �−1�x�

�2�p�
�2� + x�

�1�p�
�3� + x�

�3�p�
�1� − x�

�1�p�
�3� − x�

�3�p�
�1��

= ȲV
�2� + ȲI

�4�, �129�

which can be further expressed as

�X̄V
�2� + X̄I

�4�,ȲV
�2� + ȲI

�4�� = �X̃Vc + X̃I
�4�,ỸVc + ỸI

�4��

+ Re��X̃̃Vc + X̃̃I
�4�, Ỹ̃Vc + Ỹ̃ I

�4��eik��

+ Re��X̃̃
˜

I
�4�, Ỹ̃

˜
I
�4��e2ik�� , �130�

where X̃Vc, ỸVc, X̃̃Vc, and Ỹ̃Vc are obtainable from Eqs.
�55�–�58�, on substituting x̃I, ỹI, and x̃̃I for x̃, ỹ, and x̃̃ in these
expressions. The subscript c is used to distinguish a variable
of the core region.

With some algebra, one can show that

X̃I
�4� = X̃̃Vc = Ỹ̃Vc = Ỹ̃

˜
I
�4� = 0, and X̃̃

˜
I
�4� = constant.

�131�

Hence, the forcing comprises only second-order viscous in-
teraction terms for the one-dimensional steady streaming and
only fourth-order inviscid interaction terms for the cellular
steady streaming. The exp�2ik�� forcing will only give rise
to a steady pressure gradient, but not steady streaming of
particles. We may accordingly decompose the time-mean
variables into

�u,v, p̄�4�� = �Ũc,0, P̃c� + Re��Ũ̃c, Ṽ̃c, P̃̃c�eik��

+ Re��0,0, P̃̃
˜

c�e2ik�� . �132�

The one-dimensional Lagrangian drift in the core is gov-
erned by the same equation as Eq. �60�:

�Ũc� = − X̃Vc + �−1�P̃c��, �133�

where �P̃c�� is a constant. This equation can be solved in a
similar manner as before:

Ũc��� = Ec��� − Ec0 + Ũbbl
� + 3�Ũbbl

� + Ũtbl
� − Ec0 − Ech

+ 2�Ec����/h�2 − 2�2Ũbbl
� + Ũtbl

� − 2Ec0 − Ech + 3�Ec��

���/h� , �134�

�−1�P̃c�� = 6�h−2�Ũbbl
� + Ũtbl

� − Ec0 − Ech + 2�Ec�� ,

�135�

where

Ec��� = �k Re�1

2
��A�2 + �B�2�cosh 2k� + A�B sinh 2k�� ,

�136�

�Ec� = �h−1 Re�1

4
��A�2 + �B�2�sinh 2kh

+
1

2
A�B�cosh 2kh − 1�� . �137�

Ec0=Ec�0�, Ech=Ec�h�, Ũbbl
� , and Ũtbl

� are given in Eqs. �91�
and �92�.

The cellular Lagrangian drift in the core is now governed
by

Ũ̃c = ik−1Ṽ̃c�, �138�


 d2

d�2 − k2�2

Ṽ̃c = �−1k2�Ỹ̃ I
�4� + ik−1X̃̃I

�4��� . �139�

After some algebra, involving the use of Eqs. �111�, �113�,
�117�, �126�, and �127�, the right-hand side of the equation
above can be worked out to be

RHS�139� = −
1

2
i�−1�2k3x̃̃I

��ỹI
�ỹI�

2 + ỹIỹI�ỹI
��� = M sinh k�

+ N cosh k� + Q sinh 3k� + R cosh 3k� ,

�140�

where

�M,N,Q,R� = −
1

4
i�−1�2k5x̃̃I

���A2A� − A�B2�,

�− B2B� + A2B��,��A2A� + 2ABB� + A�B2�,

�B2B� + 2AA�B + A2B��� .� �141�

The general solution to Eqs. �138� and �139� is
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Ũ̃c��� = iFc cosh k� + iGck
−1 sinh k� + iGc� cosh k�

+ iHc sinh k� + iIck
−1 cosh k� + iIc� sinh k�

+ ik−1Ṽ̃cp� ��� , �142�

Ṽ̃c��� = Fc sinh k� + Gc� sinh k� + Hc cosh k�

+ Ic� cosh k� + Ṽ̃cp��� , �143�

where the particular solution is

Ṽ̃cp��� = �8k2�−1�M�2 sinh k� + N�2 cosh k��

+ �64k4�−1�Q sinh 3k� + R cosh 3k�� . �144�

On matching with the velocity components at the outer edge
of the boundary layers, the constants Fc− Ic can be deter-
mined as follows:

Fc = − iŨ̃bbl
� − k−1�Ic + Ṽ̃cp� �0�� , �145�

Hc = Ṽ̃bbl
� − Ṽ̃cp�0� , �146�

Gc = �g7r3 − g8r4�/�sinh2 kh − �kh�2� , �147�

Ic = �g7r4 − g9r3�/�sinh2 kh − �kh�2� , �148�

where g7−g9 are given in Eq. �76�, and

r3 = k�Ṽ̃tbl
� + iŨ̃bbl

� sinh kh − Ṽ̃bbl
� cosh kh + Ṽ̃cp�0�cosh kh

− Ṽ̃cp�h�� + Ṽ̃cp� �0�sinh kh , �149�

r4 = k�− iŨ̃tbl
� + iŨ̃bbl

� cosh kh − Ṽ̃bbl
� sinh kh + Ṽ̃cp�0�sinh kh�

+ Ṽ̃cp� �0�cosh kh − Ṽ̃cp� �h� , �150�

in which Ũ̃bbl
� , Ṽ̃bbl

� , Ũ̃tbl
� , and Ṽ̃tbl

� are given in Eqs.
�97�–�100�.

Finally, the Lagrangian transport velocities which are uni-
formly valid across the whole fluid column are given by

Ũ��� = Ũc��� + Ũbbl��� + Ũtbl��� − Ũbbl
� − Ũtbl

� �151�

for the one-dimensional steady streaming and

Ũ̃��� = Ũ̃c��� + Ũ̃bbl��� + Ũ̃tbl��� − Ũ̃bbl
� − Ũ̃tbl

� , �152�

Ṽ̃��� = Ṽ̃c��� + Ṽ̃bbl��� + Ṽ̃tbl��� + ikŨ̃bbl
� � − Ṽ̃bbl

� + ikŨ̃tbl
� ��

− h� − Ṽ̃tbl
� �153�

for the cellular steady streaming.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

The problems and expressions deduced above can be non-
dimensionalized using the following normalization scheme,
where the normalized quantities are distinguished by an
overhead caret:

�
�b̂,Â,B̂,Ĉ,D̂, x̂�1�, ŷ�1�, x̂̃, ŷ̃, x̂̃̃� = �b,A,B,C,D,x�1�,y�1�, x̃, ỹ, x̃̃�/a ,

��̂,�̂, �̂� = ��,�,��/h, �k̂,�̂, ŝ� = �k,�,s�h ,

�p̂�1�, p̂̃, p̂̃̃� = �p�1�, p̃, p̃̃�/���2ah� ,

�û, v̂, Û̃, Ũ̃, Ṽ̃
ˆ
, Ṽ̃
ˆ

p,Ê,F̂,Ĥ� = �u,v,Ũ, Ũ̃, Ṽ̃, Ṽ̃p,E,F,H�/��a2/h� ,

�Ĝ, Î� = �G,I�/��a2/h2�, �p̂̄�2�, P̂̃, P̃̃
ˆ

� = �p̄�2�, P̃, P̃̃�/���2a2� ,

�M̂,N̂,Q̂,R̂� = �M,N,Q,R�/��a2/h5� .

� �154�

The primary variables of interest are the second-order time-

mean variables û and v̂, which are functions of ��̂ , �̂�. The

input parameters are the wavelength k̂, the upper wave

amplitude/phase b̂, the oscillation frequency �̂, and the bot-
tom wave amplitude �=a /h.

Our frequency parameter �̂ is the ratio of the Stokes layer
thickness to the channel depth; the higher the frequency, the

smaller the parameter. This parameter can be written as �̂

=�2�−1, where �=h�� /��1/2 is the well-known Womersley’s
number often used in oscillatory physiological flows. The
steady-streaming Reynolds number is here defined to be
Res��a /��2= �� / �̂�2. We reiterate that the results presented
in Sec. IV are good for small or large �̂ as long as Res�1 or

a��, while those presented in Sec. V are valid for �̂�1 and
Res=O�1� or a�. We also remark that the normalization
scale for the second-order velocities is �a2 /h=2 Res�� /h�,
and hence the basic dependence of these velocities on Res is
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already taken into account by the normalization. In the nor-
malized problems, the only place where Res shows up further
is a linear factor on the left-hand side of Eq. �139� and hence
a linear factor of the particular solution Eq. �144�. Therefore,
when normalized, only the cellular steady-streaming compo-
nent under fast oscillation is affected by the steady-streaming
Reynolds number. The normalized one-dimensional steady-
streaming component is independent of Res under all condi-
tions.

To check the accuracy of our theories presented above, we
have generated results to compare with previously published
cases including the analytical results presented in Fig. 10 of
Selverov and Stone �5� and the numerical results presented in
Figs. 7–9 of Yi et al. �6�. Our results are found to be in very
good agreement with these published results. For illustration,
we show in Fig. 2 the steady Lagrangian flow fields that we
have generated in order to compare with the cases presented
in Figs. 7 and 8 of Yi et al. �6�. In these plots, in addition to
the analytical results �streamlines�, we show also numerical
results of our own �vectors�. These numerical results, which
provide further independent checking of our analytical
model, were produced using the computational fluid dynam-
ics package FLUENT. To handle the moving boundaries, the
spring-based smoothing method of dynamic meshing in
FLUENT was employed. On performing the numerical simu-
lations, we carried out the computation for ten wave periods
to allow the transients to die out before hundreds of discrete
particles were evenly injected into the flow field to get their
net displacements over a short period of time. To get the
particle trajectories, the discrete phase model in FLUENT was
applied. Very fine particles were used in order to avoid the
inertia effect. A time step equal to one-hundredth of a wave
period was used. The vectors in Fig. 2 are the net displace-
ments of the particles over one wave period of time, which
also represent the steady Lagrangian transport field. One can
readily check that both our analytical and simulation results
are in agreement with the numerical results presented by Yi
et al. �6�.

One of the primary concerns of the present problem is the
mixing induced by the Lagrangian transport. The transport is
largely advection in nature and, hence, is closely dependent
on the magnitude of the velocity. It is desirable if some kind
of a parameter can be used to characterize the overall mixing

performance of a flow field. Here, we have chosen to use the
spatial-averaged magnitude of the mass transport velocity as
a parameter to represent the gross advective strength of the
flow field. For simplicity, let us call this parameter, defined
below, the mean drift parameter:

Dr =
k̂

2

�

0

1 �
0

2
/k̂
�û2 + v̂2�1/2d�̂d�̂ . �155�

Let us now look into various effects on this mean drift pa-

rameter. Except stated otherwise, the values �̂=0.01 and �
=0.01 are considered in the calculations discussed below.

The amplitude of the wave traveling on the upper wall can
be written as

b̂ = �b̂�ei�, �156�

where � is the phase difference between the waves on the
two walls. In Fig. 3, we show the mean drift parameter Dr as

a function of � and k̂ for �b̂�=1. The corresponding values for

�b̂�=0 are also plotted for comparison. Obviously, for any
wavelength, the drift parameter is the minimum when �=0
�i.e., the waves are in phase� and is maximum when �=

�i.e., the waves are 180° out of phase�. As pointed out al-

ready, when the two waves are in phase such that b̂=1, the
steady Lagrangian flow field is purely one dimensional. In
the absence of cellular flow, the overall transport strength is

the weakest. On the contrary, when b̂=−1 or the waves on
the two walls are symmetric about the channel axis, the over-

all flow field is the strongest. When k̂�1 �i.e., long waves�,
the drift parameter varies significantly with the phase; the
maximum at �=
 is much larger than the minimum at �
=0. Also, the maximum value is approximately four times

the value for �b̂�=0 implying that the drift �which is a

0 1 2 3 4 5
0

0.5

1(b)
0 1 2 3 4 5

0

0.5

1(a)

FIG. 2. �Color online� Steady Lagrangian flow fields as gener-
ated by the present analytical model �streamlines� and the present
numerical simulation by FLUENT �vectors�, which compare favor-
ably with �a� Fig. 7 and �b� Fig. 8 of Yi et al. �6�. In these cases,

L=5h=3�, k̂=3.77, �=0.01, and �a� �̂=1.41, �b� �̂=0.18.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The mean drift parameter Dr as a function
of the phase shift between the upper and lower waves � and wave

number k̂, where the solid and dotted lines are for �b̂�=1 and b̂=0,

respectively, and �̂=�=0.01.
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second-order quantity proportional to a2� due to two equal
waves of 
-phase shift on two walls is grossly the same as
that due to a wave with twice the amplitude on one wall only.
The dependence on the phase diminishes as k̂ gets large. For
k̂�1 �i.e., short waves�, the drift parameter becomes con-
stant irrespective of the phase shift. The value is, however,

smaller than four times that for �b̂�=0. Hence, for short
waves, it appears to be less advantageous to impose two
waves than to impose one wave with twice the amplitude.

The effect of the wave number k̂ on the drift parameter Dr

is further shown in Fig. 4, for b̂=−1,0. The relationship is
nonmonotonous. For any set of parameters, the drift param-

eter reaches a minimum at a point where k̂=O�1�. The pa-
rameter increases on approaching either the long or short
wave limits. Figures 5–7 show the steady Lagrangian flow
field as represented by streamlines for three values of the

wave number k̂=0.5,1.0,5.0, where b̂=0 �i.e., only one
wave applied on the channel bottom�. Under long waves

such that k̂�1, two recirculating cells of comparable
strength are formed within one wavelength. Hence, with long
waves, mixing is largely accomplished through the recircu-
lating motions of the two cells, which take place within one
wavelength. There is a region in 0��̂�2 where the stream-
ing velocity is relatively weak and is practically a stagnant
zone. Hence, individual wavelengths are separated by stag-
nant zones, which tend to retard mixing across the entire

channel. As k̂ increases to become order unity, both cells

diminish in their strength, particularly the upper one. As k̂
further increases such that the wave becomes very short or

k̂�1, the upper cell vanishes completely, while the lower
one is much reduced in size. The entire streaming flow field
is dominated by the one-dimensional component. The for-
ward mass transport, which is with high velocity, is through
a narrow passage underneath the recirculating cell near the

bottom of the channel. The backward mass transport, which
is with lower velocity, is through a wider passage above the
cell. Hence, under short waves, the mixing is largely accom-
plished through the recirculation across the entire channel
between the two sidewalls.

The results being not shown here, we have found that the

drift parameter will in general decrease with increasing �̂
�i.e., slower oscillation�. Hence, to achieve high mixing per-
formance, the peristaltic pumping must be operated at a suf-

ficiently high frequency so that �̂�1. We have also found
that the drift parameter will not be much affected by � as
long as the steady-streaming Reynolds number Res�O�1�.
The steady-streaming flow field will, however, be affected by
this wave amplitude parameter. Figure 8 shows the flow field

0 2 4 6 8 10
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k̂

Dr

FIG. 4. The mean drift parameter Dr as a function of the wave

number k̂, where the solid and dotted lines are for b̂=−1 and b̂=0,

respectively, and �̂=�=0.01.
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for a higher value of wave amplitude �=0.1, for k̂=0.5 and

b̂=0. When this figure is compared with Fig. 5, one can see
an obvious change in pattern of the two recirculating cells
upon increasing � from 0.01 to 0.1. With a larger-amplitude
wave being applied on the bottom, the lower cell has become
bigger in size, and as a result, the stagnant zone is much
reduced in size. This will lead to the much desired mixing
across the entire channel in addition to that within individual
wavelengths.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have examined the steady Lagrangian
flow field induced by small-amplitude peristaltic waves ap-
plied to the boundaries of a two-dimensional closed cavity.
Here, the problem is entirely Lagrangian in formulation and
analysis. Under the general condition that the Stokes layer
thickness is comparable with the channel depth, which is
much greater than the wave amplitude, the steady-streaming
velocities are given in Eq. �59�, where the one-dimensional
component is given in Eq. �61�, and the cellular components
are given in Eqs. �68� and �69�. This is the case that has been
considered previously by Selverov and Stone �5� and Yi et al.
�6�. These authors, however, failed to fully present their so-

lutions owing to the complexity in their expressions. We
have also found analytically the velocities, as given in Eqs.
�151�–�153�, for the more important case when the frequency
is so high that the Stokes layer thickness becomes compa-
rable with the wave amplitude. In summary, our model is
purely analytical and is valid to Res=O�1� yielding directly
Lagrangian drift velocities with simple and straightforward
calculations. This distinguishes our work from those in the
literature.

We have also looked into the mixing effect of the La-
grangian transport under various configurations. If waves are
applied to both boundaries, the two waves should be at a
phase shift of 
 to result in the maximum possible transport
rate. Otherwise, it will be more desirable if one wave of
twice the amplitude is applied to one of the boundaries. The
other conditions conducive to mixing are long wavelength

k̂�1, high frequency �̂�1, and relatively large amplitude

� / �̂�1.
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